Let B be a Galois algebra over a commutative ring R with Galois group G, C the center
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it suffices to show that (1) B K is a finitely generated projective module over Z, and (2) (B K ) l K Hom Z (B K ,B K ). Part (1) is a consequence of Theorem 3.1. For part (2) , since B K is an Azumaya algebra over Z by Theorem 3. 4. An Azumaya Galois extension. In this section, we give several characterizations of an Azumaya Galois extension B by using B K . This generalizes the results in [2, 6] .
Lemma 4.1. The algebra B K is a central Galois algebra with Galois group K| B K K if and only if
Proof. Let B K be a central Galois algebra with Galois group
Thus B K is a central Galois algebra with Galois group K| B K K because B K is an Azumaya Z-algebra by Theorem 3.1 (see [4, Theorem 1] ).
Next, we characterize an Azumaya Galois extension B with Galois group K. 
Proof. (1)⇒(2). Since B is an Azumaya Galois extension with Galois group K, B
K is a C K -Azumaya algebra. But, by Lemma 3.6, B K is an Azumaya algebra over Z, so We conclude the present paper with two examples, one to illustrate the result in Theorem 4.2, and another to show that Z ≠ C. (a⊗b, a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 ) 
Then, (1) we can check that B is a Galois algebra over B G with Galois group G where a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) ∈ B, 
